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Abstract: Many office buildings today have the serviceableness and comfort of 40 years old standards. Due to limited budget especially the public authorities are not able to change the edificial status very often. However, there are developments of features or devices in modern building automation that can drastically increase the level of safety, security, comfort, energy saving, and other areas.

This includes trends such as modern elevator concepts moving more than one cabin per shaft and thus generating a much better throughput. Such a system is able to optimize the order of stops and thereby save energy while enhancing the individual's sensation of efficiency. Other examples are electronic awareness-systems which can track people in the building and automatically turn on and off lighting and heat, and adaptive door signs. This can be achieved by deploying sensors of different kinds (such as photo sensors, proximity sensors, and cameras) and interpreting the sensor data received. Further examples can be emergency lights embedded in the floor which show the way to the nearest exit. These can also be used to lead guests to specific offices.

Apart from that, modern buildings can learn, i.e., they can collect data and thereby extrapolate or predict human behavior. This is helpful in order to recognize situations out of the ordinary (e.g., intruders or even people in trouble) as well as prepare for predicted excessive demands like the morning rush of arriving employees to elevators. This paper gives an overview on current trends in building automation for office buildings.
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1 Introduction

Many office buildings existing today were built several decades ago, obeying the construction rules and laws of these times. There are only few cases where existing buildings have to be refitted or upgraded to new laws (such as the elimination of asbestos, which was banned in several states in the 90’s and in the European Union in 2005). In these cases normally transitional provisions are granted, postponing the mandatory retrofitting for several years. So even today many buildings still have asbestos-containing pipes, roof tiles, thermal insulation, plasterwork, etc.
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Apart from avoiding health threats, many newer trends find their way into refurbished or newly built buildings. These more and more include comfort features for the inhabitants or – in the case of public buildings – employees and visitors.

Section 2 gives an overview on currently existing requirements (by law or by trend) for modern buildings. Section 3 highlights several use cases. In Section 4 open questions and future topics are touched, before Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Requirements for Modern Buildings

The current requirements for newly built or refurbished office buildings can be categorized into the following classes:

- Safety
- Security
- Comfort
- Energy saving

2.1 Safety

Safety aspects encompass all parts of office buildings where accidents might happen. This includes disasters like fires, earthquakes, etc. Thus, buildings have to be designed to not trap fleeing people, with a special attention on the needs of the elderly or disabled.

2.2 Security

In this category all parts of surveillance and counteractions against theft or breaking and entering are located.

2.3 Comfort

People working in public buildings are nowadays used to certain comfort features such as escalators, elevators (possibly with a higher capacity due to special control schemes), smooth and quiet floors, doors automatically opening using motion detectors, etc.

2.4 Energy saving

This category has become more and more important in the last years due to efforts to lower the overall energy consumption of office buildings. This covers thermal insulation
as well as distributed low-power sensors. These sensors nowadays use ultra-low power communication protocols like ZigBee or Wireless Hart [GHG11] in order to save energy and are in many cases equipped with harvesting features like small solar panels.

Various adaptable systems and devices including photovoltaics, batteries and electric vehicles have been proposed for the purpose of supporting highly energy sustainable buildings as well as enhancing overall comfort for the people residing or working in it [HZA15].

3 Selected Use Cases

In this Section a number of selected use cases is highlighted which shows the current state of the art regarding the categories described in Section 2.

3.1 Elevators

The first elevators were used for centuries for goods only, but in the second half of the 19th century the triumph of passenger elevators started with the introduction of the safety elevator by Elisha Graves Otis in 1852. This elevator featured a mechanic brake in case the rope the elevator was hanging from broke.

In the next decades the availability of elevators enabled master-builders to design houses much higher than four or five floors which was common until then. This was an important pre-condition for the construction of skyscrapers in the 20th and 21st century.

Nowadays, essentially all office buildings have elevators, but an important issue is the footprint, i.e., how much space it will consume. Furthermore, common elevators cannot be used as an emergency route in case of a fire in the building due to smoke and electrical shutdown; thus, saving elderly or disabled people from higher floors the fire truck’s ladder cannot reach is a serious problem. Furthermore, the throughput of elevator systems in terms of passengers/time unit is being maximized, since especially in peak times often long queues of waiting passengers form in front of the elevators. These problems are being addressed by more recent technological developments.

As elevators often present to be a bottleneck for passengers, several approaches were developed to address this problem. Typically, many passengers want to travel from the ground floor to one of the upper floors in the morning, and back down again in the evening. An easy adaption of common elevators is the feature that the cabins wait with closed doors and thus can quickly be sent to any floor they are requested to. Better algorithms [BR15] also send them back automatically to the ground floor in the mornings, even if they are not currently being requested. The traffic patterns can be categorized into peak traffic, down peak traffic, lunch time (two way) traffic and inter-floor traffic [SC10].
A technologically new step was the double deck elevator, which was first installed in the Eiffel Tower in Paris 1889 and then in the Empire State Building 1931 by Otis but is still not very common today. The idea is to have one cabin stop at even floors and the other at odd floors and thus transport twice as many passengers at the same time. Depending on their destination, passengers can take an escalator to a landing of the alternate cabin (see Fig. 1).

Modern elevators may feature a regenerative drive (see Fig. 2), i.e., they feed energy generated when the cabins slow down back to the building’s power grid. The difference between the lightly or heavily loaded car and the counterweight is used to harvest energy – a concept being used for modern trains, too, which harvest energy when slowing down before stops at train stations. The overall energy consumption of the elevator can thereby decrease by 30% [HZZ14,LSC15].
An important new concept invented by ThyssenKrupp in 2003 was the Twin [Thy03]. It runs two cabins in the same elevator shaft, one above the other. The selection of target floors is not done in the cabin, but outside, and therefore the scheduling algorithm can send the better suited cabin to pick up the passenger. The scheduling control also avoids collisions. ThyssenKrupp indicates time saving of about 65%.

A very new and unique approach is ThyssenKrupp’s Multi [Thy16a]. It runs cabins without ropes or cables. The engines are not located in an elevator engine room, but in the cabins itself. Thus the cabins can run independently from each other and not only move vertically, but also horizontally (if horizontal shafts exist). This enables the cabins to reach different parts of buildings as well as pass each other (see Fig. 3). A test tower presenting the first implementation of this technology is currently being built in Rottweil, Germany, and expected to be finished by end of 2016 [Thy16b].

The MULTI system and possible competitor products will then open up new ways of elevators, since in case of higher demand simply some additional cabins can be put into operation, and put aside when demand decreases.
Other studies try to conserve energy and enhance comfort by estimating the number of passengers in a common elevator by means of cameras [MIY15]. The idea is to reduce unnecessary stops for full elevators.

One of the solutions for the safety problem of rescuing people from higher floors in case of disasters like fire is the evacuation elevator [JD07, KOK14]. It offers continued operation using auxiliary energy and is built in a way that on all floors a certain area in front of the elevator can be sealed off by fire doors, forming a safe location for disabled people. The evacuation elevator can then be boarded and will take all passengers to the ground floor.

3.2 Lighting and Heat

If the building control system has information about where people are currently present, a lot of energy can be saved by only activating heat in non-empty rooms. Unused offices
thus don’t consume energy above the minimum [MHR14, ANC15, ADH16].

This also may enhance the comfort of occupants. However, the estimation of comfort parameters is a complex problem [RFR15, SCP15].

In the last years, the topic of automatic ventilation and shading (by sun tracking or shadow outline tracking) was well covered by industry. The idea is to keep out heat in warm regions or summer times while letting in light, avoiding artificial lighting in the day for power consumption reasons. Special kinds of glass shades can be attached to the building surface and automatically rotated depending on the solar factor [Colt15].

Furthermore, long corridors can be (automatically) lighted only where people are, further decreasing overall energy consumption.

Buildings – and particularly public buildings – are viewed as possible objects for storing energy. The idea is to slightly overheat in times of cheaper energy and thus having to heat less later, when the price of energy has risen over the day. Furthermore, solar energy is to be stored, too. Similarly, cooling of buildings in hot regions or summer times can be made more energy-efficient this way. Current projects try to forecast the energy availability as well as the energy consumption [PZJ11, YCZ12, SUT13, KZ15].

3.3 Tracking People

In office buildings it might be convenient to track people. There are several possible reasons. In order to save energy, lighting and heat might only be switched on (possibly automatically) when people are present, as described in the previous Section. Typical technologies for tracking are motion sensors, evaluation of employees’ access cards, cameras recognizing and tracking faces [LLZ15], or wearable devices [HRT14].

Apart from that an information about the whereabouts of people in a building is very helpful in a case of emergency like a fire or earthquake. The rescuing team (e.g., firemen) can then focus on rooms with (possibly incapacitated or unconscious) persons and ignore empty offices.

However, the gathering of data to get this information is legally problematic in many countries – it violates the security rights of the people being monitored. There are still open issues in terms of finding a viable path between emergency preparation and data privacy protection [GH89].

3.4 Security Features

A very common security application in office buildings is access control.

Currently, the usual access control systems (see Fig. 4) are more and more being replaced by smarter systems which have intelligent readers. Other studies focus on fully
automated face recognition systems [IZ11] instead of relying on tracking data (see Section 3.3).
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Fig. 4: Typical door access control. (a) basic readers send read or detected data to a control panel which then in turns decides whether the door is to be opened, (b) intelligent readers can directly control the door opening

### 3.5 Emergency Solutions

Modern office buildings feature several approaches to lessen the impact of disasters like fire or earthquakes. Typical examples for this are non-flammable floors and wallpapers, emergency lighting in case of a power failure, or windows being opened automatically in case of fire which act as smoke outlets.

Other approaches focus on the rescue team (e.g., the firemen), who have to enter the burning building and quickly save people as well as extinguish the fire. Current office buildings do have a floor plan available for firemen which indicates all relevant locations like hose couplings or dangerous fuel tanks.

This might in the future be enhanced to include more or less current data about the people present in the building (see Section 3.3). Furthermore, currently blocked areas can be marked in the floor plan. This requires an adaptable or even interactive presentation, e.g., a floor plan on a fireman’s tablet pc instead of an ordinary printout.

Taking a step further, this floor plan with additional information could be loaded into standardized (and thereby widely available) display systems of fireman’s masks, giving them an augmented reality view, similar to Google’s glass (see Fig. 5) or other wearable
computers [Bar16].

The office building control system needs to unlock doors for rescue teams in order to offer the most direct way to trapped victims. This is a feature not yet widely implemented.

![Augmented reality for firemen using Google Glass](image)

Fig. 5: Augmented reality for firemen using Google Glass (taken from [FG14])

4 Future Topics

Future topics for elevator technologies will be the ever increasing number of passengers due to higher and bigger buildings. Particularly office buildings tend to be located in city centers, where land prices are steep – thus they will almost certainly be built higher and higher. If the passenger queues cannot be processed in time, though, the value of upper-floor offices (and apartments) will decrease. Thus this is still an open problem. The new approach of independently running cabins also gives the opportunity to create “premium” services for special guest, i.e., cabins reserved for important passengers which will then be given priority on their way to the destination.

Another future topic might be to use lighting in the floor or walls as a guidance system for guests or visitors, leading them to the exact office they need to be. If the employee the visitor has an appointment with currently stays in another room (e.g., a conference room), the guidance system automatically adapts and shows the quickest route.
Future security related topics could be focusing on the electronic desktop. Currently, it is already possible in many offices to log in at any computer and access personal data from there, as it is stored on a central server. In the future, all office equipment might be connected this way and thus also incoming phone calls might automatically be rerouted to the room an employee currently is in, door plates adapt according to the current occupants of a room (which might be even more useful for conference rooms), and even personal comfort data like preferred room temperatures is migrated with the employee. All these features can also extended to home office via secure VPNs.

Furthermore, new algorithms using face recognition or similar methods could make use of tracking data and check the plausibility of results, e.g., if an employee was detected and identified in the lobby seconds ago and now wants to enter a restricted room. If these algorithms are adequately reliable, future offices might get on without access cards or entry codes at all.

The area of emergency management is a growing topic for public buildings. An important subject is the automated communication with rescuing teams entering the building. For this, new protocols might be needed. Other communication, suddenly of much lower priority, be choked off – an example might be a massively used WiFi network which will automatically disconnect all clients in case of an emergency in order to minimize traffic and keep enough bandwidth for emergency communication. Furthermore, the guidance system for visitors mentioned before could be used for rescuing teams, too, showing the quickest way to a given destination.

5 Conclusion

This paper gave an overview on current developments in the area of building automation with regard to office buildings. Due to the longevity of public buildings the spectrum of buildings with more or less modern features is large; usually only in case of newly built or refurbished buildings new technology is introduced. However, there are several interesting approaches that might become trendy or even compulsory in the years to come for existing buildings.
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